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T IPPING AND SERVICE  CHARGES

Like it or not, tipping is ingrained in Western 
restaurant culture. The way tips are received, shared 
and distributed, however, is shifting. The pace of 
change of who is doing what tasks in restaurants is 
accelerating because of COVID-19. 

As we reopen for dine-in, the roles of front of house and 
back of house are being redefined. If you don’t have a great 
busser clearing dishes, a cleaner taking extra steps to sanitize 
tables, menus and doors and a fantastic cook expediting, the 
customer isn’t going to feel like they have been looked after. 
With changing guest expectations, service is now more about 
the team approach than ever before. 

Payment is changing too. There is a growing trend towards a 
cashless society. Tap and payment aps are making payment in 
restaurants faster. The concern over COVID-19 has escalated 
this transition as well. People don’t want to touch a keypad - 
and staff and guests are overall becoming less reliant on using 
cash. As a result, how we distribute tips at the end of the shift 
has become more difficult as no cash has been taken in. 

These changes are leading to a re-think in how tips are 
allocated and who participates in tip-sharing. We cover here 
some of the considerations for setting up your tip strategy 
moving forward. It is important to have a conversation with 
your staff about what tipping looks like in your restaurant 
when you reopen. If you are thinking about making a change, 
discuss it with your core team. Ensure that collectively your 
team understands any applicable taxation rules and reframes 
how they see the role of their co-workers in contributing to a 
successful service.

TIP POOLS
Servers customarily have collected and received the bulk of 
tips. It hasn’t been uncommon for server to go home with 
$500 in tips plus wages. On the other hand, a cook may go 
home with $20 of the kitchen’s share of tips plus their wages. 
With growing difficulty attracting and keeping kitchen staff, 
together with role changes as a result of COVID-19, some 
restaurants are changing to a broader distribution of tips. 

Going out to dine, for most, isn’t just fueling up. The 
memorable experience customers are looking for requires the 
back of the house and the front of the house to work together 
like a well-choreographed play. If the food isn’t well-prepared 
and delicious, the meal will be a failure – no matter how good 
the service. 
 
A growing number of restaurants are making a shift to 
recognize changing responsibilities, especially in light of 
COVID-19. As a result, some restaurants are requiring that 
a larger percentage, up to 50%, of tips go to the back of the 
house. This is legal. The BC Employment Standards Act allows 
an employer to require tips be shared. It’s a huge change from 
when servers shared 5 to 10% of their tips with the kitchen. 
 
Approaching servers with the plan to increase the percentage 
they must share with the kitchen may be met with some 
resistance. As many restaurants are compelled to shut down 
shifts and service due to the cook shortage, wise servers will 
understand a more proportionate share needs to go to their co-
workers or they will lose hours. Given the dramatic changes in 
how we are operating within the COVID-19 restart framework, 
team members may be more understanding of how each team 
member contributes to the overall dining framework.

TIPPING OUT TO OWNERS AND MANAGERS
Due to a recent change in the Employment Standards Act, 
owners who perform the same jobs as servers and kitchen 
employees may participate in the tip pool. This means an 
owner who regularly serves or cooks is permitted to participate 
in the tip pool. Note: just because the law permits this, it may 
not be the best idea. It can cause morale problems and lead to 
resignations if the employees believe their employer is taking a 
large share of what they believe should be theirs. 

Managers may be included in the tip pool if they spend the 
majority of a shift performing serving or kitchen duties. Please 
note: If a Manager spends more than 50% of their time doing 
serving or kitchen work, they are probably not a manager. 
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CONTROLLED TIPS
If the tips are held in the restaurant’s business account and 
paid out at a later time, Canada Revenue Agency calls these 
“controlled tips” and expects CPP, EI and income tax to be 
deducted and that the employer pay their share of CPP and EI. 

Businesses do have the option of setting up a dedicated tips 
account, separate from the employer’s business account, 
from which they can make electronic transfers directly to the 
employee’s account. If the restaurant wants to be sure the tips 
don’t fall into CRA’s definition of Controlled Tips, tips must be 
paid out no later than the employees next shift. This model 
works well with e-transfers, as it gives the restaurant time to 
get the tips into the dedicated bank account and distributed to 
the employees, whether they are scheduled that day or not. 

SERVICE CHARGES
A growing number of restaurants are adding a 15-18% service 
charge to all service. This was uncommon in the past and 
used to be only applied to tables of 6 or more. Not all the 
visitors to our province come from communities that practice 
tipping. Adding a service charge, especially in restaurants 
that see a lot of tourists, assures staff receive the tips they are 
accustomed to. 

Under Canada Revenue Agency rules, these tips are 
considered controlled as the employer sets and collects the 
tips. 100% of the tips collected must be paid out to the staff 
and the amount paid must have CPP, EI and tax deducted. 
The employer must also pay their share of the CPP and EI.  

Some businesses are considering implementing a COVID-19 
service charge. This option is open to businesses. However, 
it is a decision that must be considered within the context 
of other businesses operating in your community. There 
has been negative feedback about service charges in some 
areas and it is worth investigating public opinion and the real 
costs you are incurring as a result of COVID-19 before you 
implement a COVID-19 service charge.
 

SHIFTING SERVICE MODELS
There is a shift in how restaurants work because of labour 
shortage and COVID-19. Restaurants are considering 
counter service to reduce touch points. Some restaurants are 

eliminating server positions. Some are adding bussers and 
cleaners and yet others are having the cooks serve.  When 
you decide on your COVID-19 service model, it’s important 
time to discuss your tipping policy with your staff and make 
adjustments. 

Diners seem to love some of the new changes. Counter 
ordering in niche restaurants is no longer out of the question. 
The idea of the cook proudly presenting the dish they worked 
hard to prepare gives a unique experience to guests. Being 
creative about your service model will help your business 
thrive coming out of COVID-19 but it is essential that you 
review your tipping plan to ensure that the team members who 
participate are recognized for their contribution. 
 

BE RESPONSIVE AROUND TIPPING
The front of the house and back of the house are seen as 
different worlds. The more we unify these teams, however, the 
better it will be for servers, cooks and customers in this period 
of dramatic change in response to COVID-19. 

To unify teams and understand why tips must be more 
equalized, some employers are scheduling servers to do 
kitchen shifts and kitchen workers to do front of the house 
shifts. This approach not only cross trains your employees, 
it creates a stronger and more cohesive team. As you move 
forward in developing your COVID-19 re-start plan and rebuild 
your in-restaurant business, having clear communication with 
your team around new roles and how each person contributes 
and is rewarded will help you build a strong business culture 
and employee loyalty.

 


